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The ISM Code: A Practical Guide to the Legal and Insurance
Implications 2015-06-16
the ism code has been mandatory for almost every commercial vessel in the world for more than a
decade and nearly two decades for high risk vessels yet there is very little case law in this area
consequently there remains a great deal of confusion about the potential legal and insurance
implications of the code this third edition represents a major re write and addresses significant
amendments that were made to the ism code on 1st july 2010 and 1st january 2015 this book
provides practitioners with a practical overview of and much needed guidance on the potential
implications of failing to implement the requirements of the code it will be hugely valuable to dpas
managers of ship operating companies ship masters maritime lawyers and insurance claims staff

Marine Simulation and Ship Manoeuvrability 2021-10-01
real time interactive ship simulators limped onto the scene in the wake of flight simulators some
years ago the maritime industries have a long history of conservatism but this is now changing rapidly
the information age has also swept over ships and shipping and has been taken to heart to such an
extent that for example flight simulators now cooperate with ship simulators and import useful new
concepts and methodologies the more than 50 papers contained in this book show what and why
although traditionally conservative the marine world is also traditionally international and this has not
changed the papers in the book are by leading authors from all over the world and provide a detailed
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snap shot of the rapidly advancing state of the art together with pointers to the future the overall
theme of marsim 96 and therefore also of this book is vessel manouevrability and marine simulation
research training and assessment and includes original papers on topics such as bridge resource
management distant learning and simulators coupled via the internet virtual reality neural networks
rudder propeller hydrodynamics prime mover models squat in shallow water and many more

Commercial Shipping Handbook 2014-08-27
the commercial shipping handbook is an invaluable reference tool for anyone involved in international
trade and a first step towards understanding the framework within which the international movement
of goods by sea is conducted the handbook gives concise explanations of the many activities that
comprise shipping explaining the terms and how they interrelate areas covered include documents
used in international transport by sea e g the bill of lading and the charter party what they contain
the different types and examples of each generic types of ships cargoes containers and ports details
of all the major maritime associations prominent in contract drafting and policy making together with
a brief explanation of their objectives the many extra costs and surcharges found in shipping
particularly in liner shipping chartering terms an explanation of each and their context clauses
appearing in bills of lading in voyage charters and time charters technical elements of shipping as
they relate to the commercial operation of ships for example tides and draughts examples of principal
documents discussing over 1250 commercial shipping terms this book will be an essential reference
for all shipowners charterers managers and brokers and will also be of use to legal insurance and
banking professionals
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Handbook for Engine Officers 2013-06-04
the transnav 2013 symposium held at the gdynia maritime university poland in june 2013 has brought
together a wide range of participants from all over the world the program has offered a variety of
contributions allowing to look at many aspects of the navigational safety from various different points
of view topics presented and discussed at the symposium were navigation safety at sea sea
transportation education of navigators and simulator based training sea traffic engineering ship s
manoeuvrability integrated systems electronic charts systems satellite radio navigation and anti
collision systems and many others this book is part of a series of four volumes and provides an
overview of education and training human resources and crew resource management policy and
economics and is addressed to scientists and professionals involved in research and development of
navigation safety of navigation and sea transportation

Marine Navigation and Safety of Sea Transportation
2023-09-14
a no nonsense study guide helping seafarers to pass their mca or flag state oral exams for deck
officer qualifications this handy revision guide is the one book that deck officer cadets master and
deck officers will want by their side when studying for the much feared oral exams expert marine
training director simon jinks strips back the masses of information to the core essential points that are
easy to absorb and quick to remember when it comes to the oral assessment the mca deck officer
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officer of the watch chief mate and master syllabi cover a vast amount of information that candidates
are required to understand and use in their oral exam which for many presents a major stumbling
block to qualification while it inevitably takes a long time for candidates to build up this wealth of
knowledge this study aid is the perfect refresher listing the key points and including helpful sample
questions and worked examples on tidal working radar plotting and more written in simple terms this
trusted crammer covers all the principal areas of the mca s exam syllabus including sections on
business and law conventions pollution prevention responses to emergencies and distress signals
clearly presented it is packed with straightforward diagrams and flow charts making it ideal for
revising this is an invaluable reference for all international stcw deck officer candidates and covers
both mca and flag state oral exams it is also suitable for near coastal and boatmaster apprentices
workboat crew apprentices yachtmaster offshores yachtmaster instructors and fishermen going for
their fishing licences on larger vessels and for shore workers such as vessel superintendents maritime
managers and trainers there is specific information for all vessels with sections on smaller code and
domestic vessels

Reeds Marine Deck 2: Crammer for Deck Officer Oral Exams
2013-12
interest in autonomous ships has grown exponentially over the past few years whereas a few years
ago the prospect of unmanned and autonomous vessels sailing on the seas was considered unrealistic
the debate now centers on when and in what format and pace the development will take place law
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has a key role to play in this development and legal obstacles are often singled out as principal
barriers to the rapid introduction of new technologies in shipping within a few years autonomous ships
have turned from a non issue to one of the main regulatory topics being addressed by the
international maritime organization however the regulatory discussion is still in its infancy and while
many new questions have been raised few answers have been provided to them to date increased
automation of tasks that have traditionally been undertaken by ships crews raises interesting legal
questions across the whole spectrum of maritime law the first of its kind this book explores the issue
of autonomous ships from a wide range of legal perspectives including both private law and public law
at international and national level making available cutting edge research which will be of significant
interest to researchers in maritime law chapter 3 of this book is freely available as a downloadable
open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial cc by nc
4 0 license

Federal Register 2008
first modern title to cover the varied and complex world of ship management in the 21st century

Le convenzioni internazionali della navigazione marittima,
interna e aerea 2020-12-02
the importance of international maritime labour law both as a component of ternational maritime law
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and in socio political and economic terms has been recognised by the imo international maritime law
institute for a number of years indeed the institute has annually organised a course on maritime
labour law with the participation of inter alia the international maritime organization the ternational
labour organization the international transport workers federation and the german shipowners
association it was therefore a great pleasure when the authors invited me to introduce their
forthcoming monograph on maritime work law fundamentals responsible s powners reliable seafarers
as the title suggests a fundamental challenge of this branch of international maritime law is to
achieve a balance between the interests of the two main stakeholders institutionally the effort to
achieve this balance dates back a number of decades with its genesis mainly found in the work of the
international labour organization it has to be said that whilst this effort achieved great progress it has
led to a haphazard plethora of legal instruments

Autonomous Ships and the Law 2014-05-08
this book is of the seafarers by the seafarers for the seafarers seafarers are the core of all maritime
trade and their expectations perspectives alone should be at the centre of all solutions for maritime
skills taking this standpoint the editor has explored the issues of maritime skills with critical gaps
following a framework of research methodology the issue of critical gaps in maritime skills is further
exacerbated due to the impact on seafarers caused by changes in the ecosystem status relationship
with stakeholders technology focus on renewable energy anxiety levels and so forth furthermore
stakeholders can no longer ignore the fact that seafarers are leaving a seagoing career after working
for only a few years therefore the editor has also explored the need to prepare seafarers for transition
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into maritime shore jobs to preserve their maritime skills within the maritime industry this exhaustive
book can be used as a guide for further revisions or a revamp of the current stcw convention the
editor thereafter divided the researched critical gaps in maritime skills into four groups jain s model
for maritime skills panoptic social intelligence upskilling reskilling for onboard vessels skills and
portable skills for future shore jobs panoptic and social skills are core skills required for both on board
vessels as well for maritime shore jobs thereafter the editor embarked on a voyage to discover
persuade collaborate with a number of exceptionally experienced subject matter experts over many
months to collaboratively pursue many mini research projects across all selected maritime skills
adopting specific methodology to plug these critical gaps these experts were drawn 1 from countries
such as india the philippines romania south korea malaysia uae the uk and singapore 2 from both
genders 3 from deck engine professionals settled ashore 4 with current experience in the industry
and or at sea at a fundamental level and 5 from seafaring supplying nations recognising experiencing
the relevant socio economic circumstances of seafarers from this book seafarers will not only find
ideas on how to plug gaps in their maritime skills but also how they can transition with their existing
skills to other maritime jobs such as marine superintendents marine managers designated persons
ashore managers supervising new build second hand vessels it managers in the maritime domain
marine surveyors marine experts investigators marine pilots in ports maritime arbitrators managers in
shipyards and so forth the solutions in this book will also resolve the issue of the shortage and
retention of seafarers
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Reeds 21st Century Ship Management 2007-10-18
this book belongs to the port economics and global supply chain management strand of the palgrave
studies in maritime economics book series commissioned by hercules haralambides this book
discusses the main drivers that affect the introduction and growth of short sea shipping services it
describes and analyses the main operational concepts of short sea shipping and introduces relevant
administrative and strategic approaches that enable its sustainable execution short sea shipping sss
comprises freight and passenger mobility by waterborne transport at a limited range without crossing
an ocean being a direct competitor to land based transport modes it uses ports and inland waterways
to complement traditional transportation systems increase capacity improve flexibility and contribute
towards the goal of sustainable mobility the reader will be introduced to various aspects of short sea
shipping including benefits and shortfalls relevant regulations and policies and the applicability of
short sea services within a given case or scenario

Maritime Work Law Fundamentals: Responsible Shipowners,
Reliable Seafarers 2023-07-11
over 2 300 total pages titles included marine safety manual volume i administration and management
marine safety manual volume ii materiel inspection marine safety manual volume iii marine industry
personnel
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Maritime Skills on Vessels & Shore – The STCW Convention's
Relevance & Recommendations 2018-11-19
this volume brings together multiple perspectives on both the changing arctic environment and the
challenges and opportunities it presents for the shipping sector it argues for the adoption of a forward
looking agenda that respects the fragile and changing arctic frontier with the accelerated interest in
and potential for new maritime trade routes commercial transportation and natural resource
development the pressures on the changing arctic marine environment will only increase the
international maritime organization polar code is an important step toward arctic stewardship this
new volume serves as an important guide to this rapidly developing agenda addressing a range of
aspects it offers a valuable resource for academics practitioners environmentalists and affected
authorities in the shipping industry alike

Handbook for Deck Officers 2018-08-11
now in its 14th year the nilos documentary yearbook provides the reader with an excellent collection
of documents related to ocean affairs and the law of the sea issued each year by organizations organs
and bodies of the united nations system documents of the un general assembly meeting of state
parties to the 1982 un law of the sea convention clcs isba itlos follow up to the un straddling fish
stocks and small island states conferences panama canal ecosoc unep and unctad are included first
followed by the documents of fao iaea imo unesco ioc as in the previous volumes documents which
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were issued in the course of 1998 are reproduced while other relevant documents are listed the nilos
documentary yearbook has proved to be of invaluable assistance in facilitating access by the
community of scholars and practitioners in ocean affairs and the law of the sea to essential
documentation the entry of the 1992 un law of the sea convention into force on 16th november 1994
and of the part xi agreement on 28 july 1996 and progress in the implementation of chapter 17 of
agenda 21 make continuation of this assistance of particular significance in the years to come volume
14 contains special report by editor in chief barbara kwiatkowska on the law of the sea related cases
in the international court of justice during the presidency of judge stephen m schwebel 1997 2000 it
explores the unique role of the icj as the principal judicial organ of the united nations in the
development of ocean affairs and the law of the sea in the context of an ongoing follow up to the
overall review and appraisal of the unced agenda 21 the members of the yearbook s advisory board
are judges abdul koroma and shigeru oda of the icj judges thomas mensah dolliver nelson and tullio
treves of the itlos as well as rosalie balkin edward brown lee kimball bernard oxman and shabtai
rosenne

The Dynamics of Short Sea Shipping 2021-08-04
shipboard management supports students undertaking qualification at all stages of maritime training
enhancing and developing knowledge and understanding of the key issues in the merchant shipping
training and certification regulations 1997 as subsequently amended by the 2015 regulations and
other legislation informed by real world experience of commercial shipboard operations shipboard
management offers an essential study guide addressing the issues which are most frequently
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confronted in the context of ship management it is designed to foster the ability to analyse and apply
the dynamics of the legal and operational structures in which the shipboard management team must
engage in merchant vessel operations students will progress through increasingly difficult levels of
learning activity in order to develop problem solving abilities the text focuses on the application of
skills and techniques that are fundamental to commercial shipping and that meet the demands of the
merchant shipping standards of training certification and watchkeeping regulations this will be
essential reading for all students and candidates on mca accredited deck training courses and for
seafarers wishing to apply for certificates of equivalent competency it is also a key reference for
professionals in ship owning and management companies and for maritime lawyers

Manuals Combined: U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety Manual
Volumes I, II and III 2024-04-08
the transnav 2011 symposium held at the gdynia maritime university poland in june 2011 has brought
together a wide range of participants from all over the world the program has offered a variety of
contributions allowing to look at many aspects of the navigational safety from various different points
of view topics presented and discussed at the symposium were navigation safety at sea sea
transportation education of navigators and simulator based training sea traffic engineering ship s
manoeuvrability integrated systems electronic charts systems satellite radio navigation and anti
collision systems and many others this book is part of a series of six volumes and provides an
overview of human resources and crew resource management and is addressed to scientists and
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professionals involved in research and development of navigation safety of navigation and sea
transportation

Sustainable Shipping in a Changing Arctic 2016-08-12
the polar north is known to be home to large gas and oil reserves and its positionholds signifi cant
trading and military advantages yet the maritime boundaries of the region remain ill defined in the
twenty first century the arctic is undergoing profound change as the sea ice melts a result of
accelerating climate change global governance has become vital in this first of three volumes the
latest research and analysis from the fridtjof nansen institute the world s leading arctic research body
is brought together arctic governance law and politics investigates the legal and political order of the
polar north focusing on governance structures and the law of the sea are the current mechanisms at
work effective are the arctic states interests really clashing or is the atmosphere of a more
cooperative nature skilfully delineating policy in the region and analysing the consequences of treaty
agreements arctic governance s uncovering of a rather orderly arctic race will become an
indispensable contribution to contemporary international relations concerning the polar north

International Organizations and the Law of the Sea 1998
2017-10-03
the code comprises two parts mandatory standards regarding provisions of the annex to the
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convention and recommended guidance regarding provisions of the stcw convention and its annex

Shipboard Management 1996
since it was first published in 1964 elements of shipping has become established as a market leader
now in its ninth edition branch s elements of shipping renamed in memory of alan branch has been
updated throughout and revised to take in the many changes that have occurred in the shipping
industry in recent years including the impact of the economic crisis the panama canal expansion and
new legislation all tables and data have been brought up to date and many new illustrations have
been added the book explains in a lucid professional manner the basic elements of shipping including
operational commercial legal economic technical managerial logistical and financial considerations it
also explores how shipping markets behave and provides an overview of the international shipping
industry and seaports filling a gap for the discerning reader who wishes to have a complete
understanding of all the elements of the global shipping scene together with the interface with
seaports international trade and logistics it remains essential reading for shipping executives along
with students and academics with an interest in the shipping industry

Human Resources and Crew Resource Management
2014-10-03
this book explores the opportunities and challenges that both europe and asia face under the
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framework of the 21st century maritime silk road initiative the 21st century maritime silk road
initiative msr initiative put forward by the chinese government together with the silk road economic
belt reflects china s ambition and vision to shape the global economic and political order the first step
and priority under the msr initiative according to documents issued by china is to build three blue
economic passages linking china with the rest of the world at sea two of which will connect china with
europe this initiative however still faces enormous challenges of geopolitical suspicion and security
risks this book seeks to assess these risks and their causes for the cooperation between the eurasian
countries under the framework of msr and puts forward suggestions to deal with these risks in the
interdisciplinary perspectives of international relations and international law featuring a global team
of contributors this book will be of much interest to students of asian politics maritime security
international law and international relations

Arctic Governance: Volume 1 2019-07-09
international law and politics of the arctic ocean essays in honor of donat pharand is a collection of
essays in honor of professor emeritus donat pharand by leading arctic experts from around the globe
the volume offers a clear concise and detailed analysis of many of the issues an expanded use of the
arctic ocean raises and of critical importance for the legal and political processes unfolding in the
arctic region
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STCW 95 2015-03-20
international marine economy offers contributions from marine experts around the globe on the
economic impacts of recent developments in international waters

Branch's Elements of Shipping 1999
this study gives an overview of the obligations of flag states and the control of their compliance with
such obligations it outlines the main obligations as to maritime safety and security as well as marine
pollution prevention under international as well as european law and shows the still existing
enforcement deficits vis a vis non complying flag states as well as substandard ships some of the
main developments to counter these deficits such as the voluntary member state audit scheme on
the imo level or the third maritime safety package on the eu level are taken into account

The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road 2017-04-10
first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

International Law and Politics of the Arctic Ocean 1998
unmanned ships and autonomous ships are quickly becoming a reality making shipping safer and
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more efficient however traditional tasks and functions are becoming blurred as new technology
changes how the unique needs of different sectors are met in addition to large vessels dedicated to
the transport of goods and cargos across the oceans major efforts are underway towards the
automation of small coastal shipping that includes ferries tugboats supply and service vessels and
barges automated vehicles are also replacing conventional ships for inspecting and servicing
pipelines drilling platforms wind farms and other offshore installations automated shipping is explored
in terms of economics technology safety and the environment under the broad themes of ship design
and engineering command and control navigation communications security regulatory issues and
training this includes initiatives for autonomous shipping as well as civilian implications of military
ship automation programs this book is primarily for maritime professionals regulatory authorities
insurers and environmental groups it also suits undergraduate students involved in deck officer
training and graduate students and academics involved in research in ship design operations and
management

Official Gazette 2010
governance of arctic shipping balancing rights and interests of arctic states and user states examines
potential cooperative mechanisms for balancing rights and interests of arctic states and user states in
light of experiences with southeast asian cooperative mechanisms
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International Marine Economy 2007
special edition of the federal register containing a codification of documents of general applicability
and future effect with ancillaries

Oversight of the U.S. Role in the International Maritime
Organization 1997
helps the reader keep abreast with the developments in personal injury covering the cases statutes
and regulations with their implications for practitioners providing analysis and summaries of pi cases
this book also gives the reader expert guidance on personal injury law with articles written by both
claimants and defendants

Flag State Implementation 2013-09-13
the code of federal regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the
federal register by the executive departments and agencies of the federal government
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Obligations and Control of Flag States 2020-03-11

Official Journal of the European Communities 2017-09-21

Maritime Transportation: Safety Management and Risk
Analysis 1996-03-01

Unmanned and Autonomous Ships 2023-08-14

Governance of Arctic Shipping 1994

International Organizations and the Law of the Sea 1994
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2003

International Organizations and the Law of the Sea 1994
2003

18th SESSION 1993 (Resolution 733-779) 2003

Code of Federal Regulations 1997

Marsden on Collisions at Sea

The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of
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America

Tulane Maritime Law Journal
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